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A Special Invitation... 
Hi, I’m, Steve Elswick, BSEE—the Publisher of the 
Exotic Research Report as well as the former editor 
of ExtraOrdinary Science magazine and a founder of 
the International Tesla Society. As a graduate of the 
University of Colorado, I was recognized as the IEEE 
Region 5 Outstanding Student Member. Later, I was 
recognized as the International Tesla Society’s 1990 

Man of the Year. 
In 1996, I left the Tesla Society to form Exotic Research. As we enter our 
fourth year, I am extending special invitation to those interested in pursu-
ing Tesla’s research, as well as 21st century science and technology in all 
fields including alternative medicine and alternative energy. For a limited 
time you can get $5 off a year’s membership in Exotic Research. In 
addition to a great magazine, you will receive discounts on our conference 
rates, as well as discounts on our mail order books.
I heartily encourage you to come to the Conference 2000. We have a 
great lineup of speakers and hardware! This is a great opportunity to meet 
the inventors and learn from them firsthand -- face-to-face --- about their 
discoveries and experiments! A lot of information is on the internet... but 
nothing can replace the opportunity to touch and see a working proto-
type... in some cases production models are available 

•	 Advanced	ENERGY	technology...
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   	before	August	1,	2000	
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thursday	·	July	27
9:00AM: Sonne Ward - Cosmic Cooler Construction Workshop
1:00PM: George Wiseman - Brown’s Gas Workshop 

Sunday	·	July	30
1:00PM: Paul Pantone - Incredible World of GEET Technology Workshop

Exotic	Research	Workshops   •   (charged separately)

Exotic Research reserves the right to make changes to this schedule without notice.

Conference	Program	Overview
thursday	·	July	27
Session 1 - Tesla Tubine Technology
7:00PM: Jeffery Hayes - Tesla Turbines... 21st Century Powerhouses!
9:00PM: Wine & Cheese

Friday	·	July	28
Session 2 (Morning)  •  Alternative Medicine & Health
9:00AM: Susan Gordon - Treager: High Density Magnetic/Monochromatic Biofield Stimulator
10:00AM: Bruce Gelerter - Neuro Focus... For the New Millenium!
11:00AM: Elinor Rigler-Thal Gibbs - NeuroKinesthetics... Correcting Learning Disabilities

Session 3 (Afternoon) •  Alternative Energy Technology
1:00PM: Paul Pantone - GEET Technology... Impossible! .... But it Works!
2:00PM: Doug Konzen - Konzen Electric Pulse Motor
3:00PM: Tyler Pauley - NITRO-9... Super Lubricant... Super Mileage!
4:00PM: George Wiseman - Water as A Fuel... The Myth and Reality! (90min)

Session 4 (Evening) --- Nikola Tesla
7:00PM: Marc Seifer, PhD - Breaking Free of the Constraints of Conventional Thinking
9:00PM: Wine & Cheese

Saturday	·	July	29
Session 5 (Morning)  •  Energy Medicine
9:00AM: Jone Schramm PhD - Electro-therapeutic Technologies and Applications
10:00AM: Terry Skrinjar - The Bio-Electric Field Enhancement Unit
11:00AM: Lyn Kinny - BioRay! 21st Century Healing... 

Session 6 (Afternoon)  •  Tesla Technology
1:00PM: Mark Bean - Tesla Coils for Special Effects 
2:00PM: Larry Deavenport - Replicating T. Townsend Brown’s Experiments 
3:00PM: Matt Schadeck - The Tesla Mechanical Oscillator 
4:00PM: Bruce Perreault - Harnessing Tesla’s Cosmic Rays (90min)

Session 7 (Evening) --- Tesla Technology
7:00PM:  Sonne Ward - Replicating Tesla’s Implosion Technology
9pm-???: Wine & Cheese

Sunday	·		July	30
Session 8 (Morning)  •  Exotic Technology Concepts
9:00AM:  Dan Davidson - Shape Power Gravitational Resonance Effects
10:00AM:  Ralph Suddath - Natural Falls Living Water System
11:00AM: Warren York - Tesla’s Unified Field Theory... and Beyond!

Holiday Inn  • Mesa, Arizona  •  July 27-30, 2000
the	Problem	of	increasing	Human	Energy...	100	Years	
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Conference	Facilities...

Location: 
The Holiday Inn Hotel 
& Suites is located in the 
heart of the East Valley 
exit 179 on US60 and 
Country Club Drive.
The Holiday Inn Hotel 
and Suites is convenient 
to shopping malls, 20 
nearby golf courses, a 
family fun water park 
and many other family 
attractions.

Holiday	inn	Hotel	&	Suites
1600 South Country Club Drive • Mesa, AZ 85210
(480) 964-7000  •  (480) 813-8649 Fax

For reservations with low conference rates, call 1-800-HOLIDAY 
and specify the EXOTIC RESEARCH Conference...
Deadline: June 23, 2000
Amenities	include:

• Outdoor Pool & Spa
• Michelle’s Restaurant & Lounge 
• Mini refrigerator & microwave in suites
• Hair dryer, coffee makers, irons and ironing 

boards in all rooms
• 5000 sq feet of flexible meeting & banquet 

space
• Data port telephones with voice mail
• Car rental agency on property
• Minutes from Sky Harbor Int’l Airport

Conference	Room	Rates:
  Double/King: $6300   •   Deluxe Suites: $8300

  Double/King: $6600     •     Deluxe Suites: $8600   Conference rate after June 23.
This beautiful hotel has 248 rooms with 83 spacious two-room suites.

Bioray,	inc
Health products & nutrients
9220 A-1 Parkway East
Birmingham, AL 35208
(205) 841-6554

Eagle-Research
Energy/Brown Gas products
PO Box 118 
Porthill, ID 83853
FAX (250) 428-8794

GEEt	Research
Energy/Brown Gas products
PO Box 577
Victor, CO 80860
(719) 689-0890

Jone	Schramm,	Phd
Health products & nutrients
34 Tanager Lane
Sedona, AZ 86336
(520) 282-2454

Nova	Plasma	tech,	inc
Cosmic Cooler, LP10& Energy 
prod.
PO Box 235 
Hamer, ID 83425
(208) 662-5268

Novus	Research
Health products & nutrients
745 N Gilbert Road
Gilbert, AZ 85234
(480) 497-5353

Nu	Energy	Horizons
Radient Energy products
PO Box 22 
Rumney, NH 03266
(603) 786-9316

Unified	Field	technology
Electro-photobiotic vibrational 
energy 
PO Box 817 

AdditiONAL	WORKSHOPS	&	ACtiVitiES

In addition to the lecture, additional untaped workshops by vendors and 
speakers will be held onsite at the conference! Some may be free, and 
others it is undetermined at this time.  We will post times and locations 
of these “extras” in the Lobby during the conference, as well as announce 
them before each speaker when we announce other activities. 

This is a list of vendors (at the time of 
this printing) that will have displays at 
the conference.  Feel free to contact them 
for more information on their topic if you 
miss them at the conference.

SPEAKER CONTACT INFO WILL BE IN 
THE EXOTIC RESEARCH REPORT FOL-
LOWING THE CONFERENCE. WE WILL 
NOT GIVE THAT INFO ON THE PHONE.
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Suppose some one should discover 
a new mechanical principle--some-
thing as fundamental as James 
Watt’s discovery of the expansive 
power of steam--by the use of which 
it became possible to build a motor 
that would give ten horse power 
for every pound of the engine’s 
weight, a motor so implicitly simple 
in design that the veriest novice in 
mechanics could construct it and so 
elemental that it could not possibly 
get out of repair. 

It does not take a mechanical expert 
to imagine the limitless possibili-
ties of such an engine. It takes very 
little effort to conjure up a picture 
of a new world of industry and 
transportation made possible by the 
invention of such a device. “Revolu-
tionary” seems a mild term to apply 
to it. That, however, is the word 
the inventor, Nikola Tesla , uses in 
describing it...
Information presented at this year’s 
conference will explore many appli-
cations and current state-of-the-art 
developments of this motive force as 
a source of energy for the machines 
of the future.  Here’s an opportunity 
see one of these incredible engines, 
and observe that Tesla’s claims are 
confirmed by the startling results!

Jeffery A. Hayes
Then suppose that this motor could 
be run forward or backward at will, 
that it could be used as either an 
engine or a pump, that it cost almost 
nothing to build as compared with 
any other known form of engine, 
that it utilized a larger percentage 
of the available power than any 
existing machine, and, finally, that 
it would operate with gas, steam, 
compressed air or water, any one of 
them, as its driving power... or pump 
any fluid without shearing forces. 

For	the	Best	Bargain	...	Order	the	Complete	Conference	
 CAT # 1999 PHOENIX EXOTIC RESEARCH CONFERENCE TAPE TITLES (VHS Only) PRICE
600201 Ronald Waling, NMD - Heart Guard... Your First Line of Defense   1995

600202 James Bare, DC - Resonance Frequency Therapy... Comes of Age   1995

600203 Dan Kunkel - Bio-Resonance Sound Therapy    1995

600204 Elinor Rigler-Thai Gibbs, MS - Neuro-Kinesthetics... Hope for Paralysis!   1995

600205 Jesse Grenier - Reversing the Aging Process   1995

600206 Steven Ammerman - Tribulus Terrestris L... Soviet Performance Enhancer   1995

600207 Joseph Bender - Water.. The Exotic Substance   1995

600208 Walter Rawls, PhD - Prospects for Our Magnetic Future!   1995

600209 Brian David Andersen - Harmonic Elements and the Quantum Disk   1995

600210 Tom Valone - Electrogravitics... 21st Century Propulsion   1995

600211 Dan LaRochelle - David Hamel Technology   1995

600212 Rick Todish - Ionic Propulsion Anti-Gravity Craft... A Working Model   1995

600213 Bill Beaty, BSEE - How Electricity REALLY Works!   1995

600214 Bruce Perreault - The “Nu” Generation of Radiant Energy Devices   1995

600215 Jeffery Hayes - Tesla Turbines...The Next Generation   1995

600216 George Wiseman - Brown’s Gas... Key to a Hydrogen Economy   1995

600217 Don Isaac, Jr.  - The Stirling Engine... Revival of a “Forgotten” Technology   1995

600218 GEET Research Parade of Inventions - live preview of various inventors   2995

600222 COMPLETE PRESENTATION SET--- GREAT BUY!!! 29995

600220 Bruce Perreault Workshop - Radiant Energy Device Construction   2995

600221 Paul Pantone Workshop  - Incredible World of GEET Technology   2995

600223 COMPLETE WORKSHOP SET--- GREAT BUY!!!   4995

600224 COMPLETE CONFERENCE SET--- BEST BUY!!! 32995

thursday	·	July	27	•	Session	1	(Evening)		•		tesla	technology
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Susan Gordon • Researcher

Bruce Gelerter  •••  Sound Therapy Researcher

An infant first learns to use the 
muscles of the forehead, the muscles 
surrounding the eye, and the mus-
cles of the eyelid. These muscles, 
which assist the body in storing 
information, can be viewed as 
mirrors to the mind! Learning and 
developmental disabilities are cre-
ated when these muscles do not 
function correctly.  Additionally,  
these particular muscles also affect 
postural awareness and may distort 
perceptual information.
This is a unique opportunity for 
you  to learn how to observe these 
muscles yourself. Close observa-
tion of the awareness/ perceptual 
muscles is essential in aiding early 
diagnosis and treatment using 
NeuroKinesthetics -- a regimen of 
treatment that focuses on the proper 
functioning of muscle spindles and 
their feedback system which is the 
body’s secondary (or backup) ner-
vous system. 
There is hope for what would nor-
mally be considered hopeless cases.  
Now a troubled person can:

• Achieve greater dynamics for 
generating an improved learn-
ing equilibrium

• Increase the awareness tracking 
of his/her posture

These sensory processes are gained 
through  NeuroKinesthetics. In ad-
dition to the lecture, untaped work-
shops on NeuroKinesthetics will be 
held onsite at the conference! 

Elinor Rigler-Thal Gibbs, 
MS

The study of light on biological 
systems has demonstrated profound 
effects on circadian rhythms, mood, 
wound healing, vasodilation, he-
moglobin, muscle tissue and bone. 
Specific frequencies of colored light 
cause different reactions in the body, 
particularly when applied though 
the eyes, or directly to the skin at 
the treatment site. Monochromatic 
red light in the 660 - 1000 nanome-
ter range has the effect of causing 
hemoglobin to release an important 
gas known as Nitric Oxide. 
Nitric Oxide is a relatively recent 
discovery of science (the 1998 No-
bel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 
was awarded to R.F. Furchgott, 

Louis J. Ignarro and F. Murad for 
their discoveries concerning nitric 
oxide), and it has been implicated 
as a signal molecule in a number of 
conditions including arthritis, os-
teoporosis, inflammation, ligament 
healing, memory, neuronal aging 
and regulation of blood pressure. 
In experiments done on horses us-
ing a flexible pad containing thirty-
six red light- emitting diodes and 
eighteen magnets it was found that 
each animal responded favorably to 
just three treatments each. Several 
demonstrated dramatic changes in 
the musculo-skeletal system, al-
lowing previously lame horses to 
be returned to work.

High Density Magnetic/Monochromatic Biofield Stimula-

FOR	tHE	NEW	MiLLENi-�

Over the past few years, research 
of the brain’s physiology has made  
great strides in understanding the 
mind. A two-tier approach now 
makes it possible dramatically en-
hance the quality of  one’s life. 
The first tier uses a new technology 
capable of entrairing brain waves to 
any desired state of mind. Advanced 
studies in the fields of microcurrent 
therapy, brain states as related to 
frequencies, sleep states, and hemi-
sync therapy, among others made 
it possible. Learn how this exotic 
technology is used for stress reduc-
tion, athletic/ work performance 
enhancement, increased learning, 

instant relaxation, and in areas of 
experimentation such as remote 
viewing, ESP, and out of body ex-
periences. 
The second tier resulted from the 
discovery of potent, and effective 
nutrients for optimal brain function 
and longevity.  These nutrients help, 
you will be able to increase your 
memory capacity, increase your 
brain power, think sharper, have bet-
ter focus and concentration, repair 
brain cells, detox your brain, etc. 
Additional Nova Research con-
ference workshops cover more 
tech specs, and demonstrate 
imrnediate effects of this exciting 

Friday	·	July	28	•	Session	2	(Morning)		•		Medicine	&	Health
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doug	Konzen

tyler	Pauley

HOW BIG IS THIS MOTOR? 
The actual size is around a foot-
square box, but in importance to 
the entire world and nearby planets, 
this motor design is bigger than the 
atom bomb. The over-unity motor 
produces energy forever; the bomb 
only explodes.
The new test motor takes in .63 
watts DC and lights up two one 
watt AC light bulbs. That is all you 
need to know if you are wondering 
whether this motor puts out more 
watts than what takes to run it: Un-
der a watt DC to run it; two watts 
AC output. This is only a primitive 
prototype-motor too. I can demon-
strate the motor almost anytime to 
almost anybody.

There are no big secrets to this mo-
tor. Nothing about it violates Lenz’s 
basic magnetic laws; these laws do 
not apply in this unique motor de-
sign because there are no permanent 
magnets or magnetic structures in 
the design for one thing, and the 
other is that power is created from 
matching electromagnetic fields 
that collide either N against N or S 
against S. This motor is only coils 
against coils! 
There is nothing published in the 
textbooks about this sort of colliding 
electromagnetic energy anywhere, 
(check for yourself). This is original 
cutting edge  research on a new phe-
nomena... an irresistable challenge 
for the free energy researcher!

Friday	·	July	28	•	Session	3	(Afternoon)	•	Energy	technology

Before you take your car to the 
repair shop, try NITRO-9. It can 
not repair your car if it is broken, 
but continued use of NITRO-9 will 
reduce and prevent mechanical 
failures and decrease maintenance 
trips to a repair center. For some, 
this has resulted in financial savings 
often equal to a whole year’s supply 
of fuel.
NITRO-9 identifies a line of prod-
ucts that can exend the usable life 
of a piece of equipment two or three 
times. These super concentrated 
blends which offer advanced protec-
tion for your vehicle are:

• Automatic Transmission Power 
Blend
• Engine Oil Supplement 

• Fuel Supplement
Champion products 
were developed under strict gov-
ernment control World War II and 
formulations for commercial use 
were made available shortly after 
the war. For more than 40 years, 
major oil companies became con-
sistent consumers for these additive 
lubricants to extend their production 
equipment lifetimes. 
Here is an opportunity to learn more 
about what may be the best kept 
secret in the industrial world! Even 
better, you will be able to this ap-
ply technology to extend the life of 
your vehicles and other home based 
equipment as these products will be 
available at the conference and the 

In simple definition, the GEET Fuel 
Processor could be called a new 
type of carburetor with a miniature 
refinery built in. With it, there is no 
need for catalytic converters, smog 
pumps and many other costly items 
on cars, as the GEET Fuel Proces-
sor eliminates pollution! Mileage is 
greatly increased if you truly con-
sume ALL of the energy available 
in any fuel you may be using.
The working prototype of the GEET 
Fuel Processor was developed long 
before any technical analysis was 
attempted. It is a self-inducing 
plasma generator. Plasma research, 
a fairly new field, is ongoing and the 
laws governing this technology are 
yet to be written. Within the GEET 
Fuel Processor,  the plasma is cre-
ated on demand. 
During this presentation, Paul will 
be covering the basic theory behind 
the GEET Fuel Processor. You will 
learn what works and what doesn’t. 
He will demonstrate a GEET Fuel 
Processor in action. Most important 
of all, is that you will have an oppor-
tunity to ask the inventor himself, 
specific questions about his device! 
This advanced technology is avail-
able TODAY... and conversion kits 
will be available at the conference.

A	 New	 Frontier	 in	 Plasma	
Physics	&	Alternative	Energy 
featuring a live demonstration of the 
GEET Fuel Processor!!! 

Paul	Pantone
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George	Wiseman

Marc Seifer, PhD

The idea of ‘water for use as a fuel’ 
has been around for quite some time. 
In fact, Jules Verne spelled it out in 
his novel, The Mysterious Island. 
Later in The Problem of Increas-
ing Human Energy, Nikola Tesla 
proposed using it as a more efficient 
means to 

...burn all kinds of refuse, cheap 
hydrocarbon, or coal of the most 
inferior quality which could not 
be burned in air or be otherwise 
utilized to advantage...

Attendees will receive a thorough 
briefing of  “water as a fuel” tech-
nology. The “state of the art” efforts 
performed by various inventors as 
well as Eagle-Research’s extraor-
dinary gas production, electrolytic 
carburetors, and (of course) Brown’s 
Gas will be discussed in detail at the 
conference! 
George Wiseman  has researched a 
number of various methodologies 
and specific technologies for utiliz-
ing water as a fuel --- some work, 
some don’t. In addition to literature 
searches, interviews, and personal 
observations, George has performed 
numerous hands-on experiment. He 
is convinced that only a little more 
work needs to be done to make sev-
eral different methods practical.
Currently, ‘water as fuel’ should be 
used for fuel enhancement and par-
tial replacement. Ongoing research 
and development for water (usually 
split into hydrogen and oxygen for 
burning) to replace fossil-based 
fuels should be continued.  It will 
make an excellent eco-fuel.

As a young man, Nikola Tesla talked 
often of the possibility of interplan-
etary communication. Influenced by 
Buddhist philosophy and the think-
ing of Ernst Mach, Tesla began to 
develop a cosmology to get at the 
heart of what life was and simulta-
neously discover electricity’s role 
in the process. He believed in the 
concept of an all-pervasive aether 
and also believed that machines 
could be developed that would 
have the capability of thinking for 
themselves.
The Problem of Increasing Hu-
man Energy, published 100 years 
ago spelled out Tesla’s vision for 
mankind’s future. JP Morgan’s saw 
the article, and financed Tesla’s big-
gest dream... and most devastating 
disappointment.. Wardenclyffe! The 
tower Tesla designed,  was to power 
the world and light the oceans... 
However, powerful economic road-
blocks stood in the way that drove 
Tesla deep into bankruptcy and cul-
minated in the mindless destruction 
of the tower at Wardenclyffe.
Tesla’s life changed dramatically 
after Wardenclyffe. Initially focused 
on developing his bladeless turbine; 
but his thoughts turned towards the 
revival of Wardenclyffe and his 
beloved Magnifying Transmitter. 
In 1925, his ideas on the wireless 
transmission of power were very 

briefly entertained by the Bureau 
of Standards, but were abruptly 
rejected out of hand... due to the 
ignorance of how Tesla’s system 
worked.
As an elderly man, Tesla discussed 
controversial topics such as free 
energy, particle beam weapons, 
cosmic rays that travel faster than 
light speed, a new magnifying 
transmitter to harness cosmic rays, 
interplanetary communication and  
a claim that he could transmit 
energy at twice the speed of light. 
Identification of each separate in-
vention became a confusing task 
for  researchers as each of these 
ideas involve the transmission of 
energy to distant places and the  
“death ray” in its final form, com-
prised features from many of the 
other inventions above.
These exotic inventions interest 
and fuel the free energy research-
ers imagination. Tesla’s claim 
of transmitting energy at twice 
the speed of light brought Tesla 
in direct conflict with Einstein’s 
suggestion that space was curved. 
Tesla’s unique views on the nature 
of radioactivity also placed him 
out of the mainstream scientific 
world. Simply delusional... or did 

of the Constraints 
of 

Conventional Belief 

The Myth and Reality!

Friday	·	July	28	•	Session	4	(Eve)		•	teslaFriday	•	Session	4	(After-
noon)
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terry	Skrinjar

Lyn	Kinney

Technologies and 
Applications

Jone	Schramm,	Phd
In early 1892, Tesla was surprised to 
find d’Arsonval used Tesla oscilla-
tors to investigate the physiological 
effects of high frequency currents. 
Shortly later, the violet ray [shown 
above] utilized vacuum electrodes 
for applying rf (or Tesla currents, 
as they were referred to in the days 
of yore).  Thus the stage was set for 
a new field of medicine which uses 
electrical energy to treat various 
medical conditions and diseases... 
electrotherapeutics.
Current use is very limited in scope 
by conventional medical practitio-
ners for trauma-based conditions 
(stimulating bone fracture repair, 
pain relief, etc). FDA certified medi-
cal use has not yet been approved for 
the use of electrical energy directly 
against bacteria, viruses, mold, 
fungus, yeast, candida, or against  
diseases and conditions present to-
day. Nevertheless, this technology 
is being used for self-treatment, as 
well as by alternative practitioners. 
Their research has demonstrated the 
broad spectrum benefits and cures 
conditions that were previously 
treated predominantly with phar-
maceutical therapies. Dr. Schramm  
will discuss and demonstrate several 
electrotherapeutic devices (primar-
ily Rife type), protocols and adjunct 
therapies used with her research 
subjects over the last 5 years. . 

Electrotherapeu-

The Bioelectric Field Enhancer 
(BEFE) is the latest home based 
therapy for pain management and 
rapid healing. The self-contained 
unit is used in an ordinary bath-
tub. Fantastic results have been 
noted when used in the treatment 
of arthritic aches and pains, burns, 
scalds, incontinence, muscular 
injuries, menstrual problems, head-
aches and tooth aches. It also aids in 
reducing swelling of any kind and 
leaves the skin soft and supple.
One of the unit’s most visual ef-
fects during its use is the release of 
toxins and foreign material trapped 
in the dermal layers (skin} of the 
user. This becomes very noticeable 

Dr. Royal Raymond Rife, pioneer 
cancer researcher, began his re-
search in 1920. Rife’s Universal Mi-
croscope provided magnification 
up to 60,000 times without killing 
the specimen!!! This enabled him 
to observe live viruses and their 
reaction to certain stimuli.

Rife’s work was documented and 
published by numerous presti-
gious and competent organiza-
tions including the Smithsonian 
Institution and Science magazine. 
However, Rife’s work attracted the 
ire, wrath and full undivided atten-
tion of the American Medical Asso-
ciation (AMA) and pharmaceutical 

by the level of discoloration of the 
water that appears during the bath.  
Even if you use a healthy diet or 
have chosen another therapy, this 
system will still be beneficial. 
The BEFE unit uses magnetic tech-
nology to produce the Bio-Charge... 
the organic electricity your body 
produces in order to operate daily. 
A low charge equals low energy; so 
your whole body becomes sluggish 
and lethargic in all its functions. 
Physical symptoms from being tired 
and stressed manifest themselves as 
aches, pains or illness. By giving 
the body a Bio-Charge boost, some  
symptoms are alleviated and your 
system restored to its full function.

companies when it was clear how 
successful his work was. The end 
result was that Rife ended up as 
a broken man and his equipment 
quietly — but forcibly — removed 
from all doctor offices. 

The Bioray Light & Sound Gen-
erator, based on Rife’s work, was 
developed and extensively tested. 
Validation of the unit’s effective-
ness in a variety of treatment 
protocols was a major goal. Ani-
mal and in vitro studies in the US, 
and foreign human studies, show 
consistent results for everyone 
using the BioRay. Now your can 
own a machine for your private 

21st	Century	Healing... 

Based on technology developed by R. R.  Rife using his Universal Microscope 

Saturday	·	July	29Session	5	(Morning)		•		Energy	Medicine
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In the middle of the 1920’s, T. 
Townsend Brown and Paul Biefield 
discovered what has become known 
as the Biefield-Brown Effect.  This 
phenomena is produced when a high 
voltage source is connected to a 
charged condensor at 50 KV, as the 
negative electrode passes through 
a dielectric medium to the positive 
electrode.  This led to his now fa-
mous U.S. Patents #2,949,550 and 
#3,022,430 which are now used as a 
pattern for ion propulsion systems in 
satellites. Brown would later build 
large airfoils and test this new type 
of propulsion on a 50 foot course in 
the mid-1950’s.
In February 1995, Larry 
Deavenport built and suc-
cessfully replicated some 
of T. Townsend Brown’s 
experiments based on his 
U.S. Patent #2,949,550.  
With just a few minor 
changes to Brown’s origi-

nal electrokinetic apparatus, Larry 
was able to obtain speeds of about 
6 feet per second using 1-5/8 inch 
diameter discs attached to a rotating 
device.  This was performed using a 
power supply at 30 KV (Brown used 
a 50 KV power supply).  
Larry will speak about his ex-
periments with electrogravitics and  
shed some light on the theories 
behind electrogravitics... a new and 
expanding field of study.  Larry and 
Mark Bean will give a workshop on 
the construction of an electrokinetic 
apparatus for those interested in 
learning about this field. 

In the early 1890s, Tesla enter-
tained the scientist and general 
public alike with his demonstra-
tions of high frequency, high 
voltage experiments.  This type 
of electricity was virtually un-
heard of, indeed, even unimagi-
nable,  before Tesla developed 
the Tesla coil and demonstrated it 
before the IEE at an 1891 lecture 
in London, England.
By the end of the century, Tesla’s 
huge coils were that enabled him 
to appear fearless as in one famous 
photo where he is sitting calmly by 
his 12-million volt coil  in Colorado 
Springs... actually this is a double 
exposure (a technique Tesla used 
extensively in his research). Such 
feats have led to the general pub-
lic’s view that Tesla coils were just 
“toys” for entertainment purposes 
only.

Hollywood does little to dispel that 
image with the extensive use of Te-
sla coils in special effects as seen in 
Terminator and Frankenstein. (The 
actors really did have electricity 
flowing over their bodies.) Further-
more, plasma globes, powered  by 
Tesla coils retain their popularity as 
toys or aesthetic decorations. 

For more serious uses, the Telsa 
coil is the best way to provide high 
voltage anywhere it is needed. It 
is significantly more efficient and 
less expensive than a regular iron-
core transformer. An added bonus: 
it is relatively safe... little output 
current. 

Tesla coils are used extensively in 
tthe communication industry.  Radio 
is impossible without them (or a 
derivative).  Even the  tansportation 
field finds the Tesla coil  useful. For 
instance, a scaled down version 
(ignition coil) is utilized in auto-
mobile engines to  cause the spark 
in each spark plug. The terminating 
capacitance has been removed and 
the output connected to a timing 
circuit.

Now, the Tesla coil is preparing the 
way for the propulsion system of the 
21st century!  T. Townsend Brown’s 
anti-gravity work requires the high 
voltage the Tesla coil delivers. Mark 
has reproduced his devices in my 
lab. His efforts to provide solid 
verifiable information based on 
reproducible experiments has led 
Mark to make many improvements 
to T.T. Brown’s devices.  
In the process, Mark Bean discov-

Mark	Bean

Larry	deavenport	
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Many tests and experiments have 
been conducted over the years with 
radiant energy in remote areas free 
of houses, power lines, radio sta-
tions, and telephone lines. They 
confirm that the radiant energy 
power generator runs on it’s own, 
once started by a source of nega-
tive electrostatic charge! In addi-
tion to being self-sustaining, it also 
promises to produce huge amounts 
of excess power.t has the potential 
to supply thousands of kilowatts of 
electrical power!
Tesla had invented a radiant energy 
device specifically to capure and 
verify that cosmic rays do exist... 

and be harnessed. In a 1934 maga-
zine article interview, he stated that 
he had tested it in Colorado Springs. 
Later, the flyswatter looking device 
attached to a condenser (another 
Tesla invention) received a patent in 
1901. Tesla’s discovery and verifica-
tion of the existence of cosmic rays 
put him squarely at odds with the 
theory of relativity (which is now 
being questioned as to its validity). 
Frustated Tesla finally gave his 
opinion of modern scientists, circa 
1934:

The scientists from Franklin to Morse 
were clear thinkers and did not produce 
erroneous theories. The scientists of 
today think deeply instead of clearly. One 

must be sane to think clearly, but one can 
think deeply and be quite insane.
Today’s scientists have substituted math-
ematics for experiments and they wander 
off through equation after equation and 
eventually build a structure which has no 
relation to reality.

The Radiant Energy Generator is 
not a perpetual motion device. It 
siphons electrons (electricity) from 
a number of sources and converts 
them into usable power. A major 
obstacle to developing the technol-
ogy is that this field has not been 
understood or well researched. A 
complete disclosure will be made, as 
well as hands-on demonstrations... 
Your test equipment is invited too! 

Bruce Perreault

Nuclear Science has been incorrect since the advent of  the Atomic chain reac-

The Tesla Mechanical Oscillator is 
a mechanical device that produces 
and captures the inherent power of 
harmonic mechanical oscillation. 
This “self valving” engine was in-
vented to be vertically operated with 
steam for the purpose of generating 
electricity.
The inventions were in their last 
stages of construction when the 
laboratory Tesla was using burned 
down. Later he developed the 
smaller harmonic mechanical oscil-

lators which is similar to the design 
of this device. It is said that Tesla 
made the smaller versions for the 
purpose of producing harmonic 
electrical impulses which is the field 
he really loved.
The News Science Review, New 
York, July 1895, page 113 discusses 
how Mr. Tesla almost shook his 
apartment building to the ground 
with a similar device attached to 
the superstructure of the building 
using oscillator harmonics. He 
stated that he could shake down the 
Empire State Building with a similar 

mechanical device and 5 pounds 
of pressure. We make no claim to 
this statement but it does suggest 
the inherent power of harmonic 
mechanical oscillation.
Some suggested uses for the Tesla 
Oscillator include:
 • Settling concrete air pockets
 • Dropping colloids from solu-
tion
 • Bulk material handling
 • Experimental laboratory work
 • Linear generators  
 • Physics class teaching aid
Once you see this device operate 
on your workbench, ideas for other 
applications will form in your mind. 
It is an exhilarating moment when 

Matt Schadeck
tech	Specs
Weight: 34 lbs. 
Oscillations: Up to 1/2 Inch
Dimensions: 4.5”x4.5”x12.75”
Air Pressure: up to 135 PSI
Note: The higher the air pressure, the 
greater the oscillation amplitude.

Manufactured 
by:
Dimatt Industries
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Sonne Ward
Sonne observed ball lightning many 
years ago as it vaporized a Utah 
Power & Light meter on a house in 
Central Idaho. There was no appar-
ent damage to any other component 
parts. Later, in his years of research 
on various electric motors systems 
for cars, he observed a unique     
phenomena — a collapsing elec-
tromagnetic field around the motor. 
Some have termed it implosion, or 
the cooling down or negative energy 
effect.  
A few years ago, Sonne set out to 
find or build a machine that would 
duplicate this ball lightning effect.  
The component parts were simple 
and once available through Forney 
Arc Welding Co. in Fort Collins, 
Colorado, complete with carbon 
rods up to one-half inch in diam-
eter.
Mr. Ward then set out to modify 
this system to produce pure, un-
rectified D.C. current, similar to 
all forms of lightning occurring in 

nature. He was using two Optima 
12-volt batteries as a power source. 
Plasma (manmade ball lightning) 
is produced when the energy field 
around the system is completely 
collapsed.
Using a high potential pure, unadul-
terated current, a star is created, 
(plasma), and implosion occurs. 
Sonne learned much about this phe-
nomena by studying Tesla’s notes 
and came up with the key part of 
the system, the make-break circuit. 
It was difficult, because of the high 
potentials involved. Although Tesla 
devised many schemes, no records 
show a workable circuit.
Because there is no frequency, no 
voltage, only current, only pure en-
ergy, or plasma, is produced, which 
appears to swallow or implode 
matter similar to quasors or black 
holes in space. Sonne’s Starship 
Home incorporates his Implosion 
Machine for the heating of the water 
and disposing of the garbage. Bruce 

Meland (Electrifying Times) has 
seen Sonne’s Implosion Machine 
and witnessed a quarter disappear 
into a plasma ball or “black hole”.
Proposals were submitted to the 
Department of Energy for funding 
to experiment with onsite nuclear 
waste disposal using this implosion 
technology. If the technology proves 
successful, it will be a quantum leap 
in nuclear waste clean up, allowing 
nuclear power a window for clean 
energy to charge electric cars.
Sonne is excited... about his Implo-
sion machine (Tesla Technology) 
which literally makes metal, glass, 
and organic material disappear, 
plus neutralizes nuclear waste. This 

Reception following the ceremony. exact on-site location will be announced at the ceremony.

Sunday	Afternoon	(4PM)·	July	30•	Wedding	Ceremony
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For several years, Dan Davidson 
followed Joe Parr’s experiments 
with pyramid energy and later the 
Gravity Wheel experiment which 
obtained up to 300% weight loss in 
the operational component of the ex-
periment. Intrigued, Dan, with Joe 
Parr’s assistance, built a duplicate 
experiment (shown above). It took 
several months to get the Davidson 
version of the experiment to operate 
successfully.
During this presentation, Dan will 
describe the latest research find-
ings of the resonant frequencies 
associated with anti-gravity effects 
related to the pyramid shape. The 
latest Gravity Wheel experiments, 
revealed the two frequencies which 
cause moving pyramid shapes to go 
into a hyperspatial state. The hyper-
spatial condition is a non-hertzian 
forcefield which is impervious to all 
known physical, electromagnetic, 
and nuclear radiation effects and 
forces. This forcefield condition 
forms the basis which could lead to 
the development of a hyperspatial  
interstellar space drive with tremen-
dous over unity effects!

Water is “alive” when found in its 
natural state, unprocessed and un-
contaminated by man. Nature gives 
water life through many forces, 
including solar energy, magnetic 
forces and vortexing that occurs 
via natural waterpathways. Water 
absorbs these energies and natural 
nutrients through processes. 
Synthetic processing de-energizes 
water delivered to the tap. Bacteria 
and cancer-causing agents thrive 
and flourish in de-energized water. 
Allergies develop in reaction to 
this unnatural state of water. Fatal 
heart attacks and strokes are more 
common in areas where hard water 
has not been treated. However, 
salt-softened water may cause an 

Duplicating Joe Parr’s 
Gravity Wheel Experiments

Ralph Suddath

Dan Davidson

elevated sodium level—linked to 
a variety of other health problems, 
including high blood pressure.
Natural Falls Living Water Sys-
tem has been developed to offer a 
healthy alternative to regular tap 
water or well water. The Natural 
Falls System removes impurities 
without the use of salt softeners to 
produce naturally soft water. It is 
the only  system that uses vortexing 
action, magnetic force AND electri-
cal fields to restore tap water to its 
naturally energized state!  

In How the Electrician’s Lamp of 
Aladdin May Construct New Worlds 
(New York Times April 21, 1908) 
, Tesla speaks of man’s mastery of 
the physical universe by adopting 
certain theories. He states:

Every ponderable atom is dif-
ferentiated from a tenuous fluid, 
filling all space merely by spinning 
motion, as a whirl of water in a 
calm lake. By being set in move-
ment this fluid, the ether, becomes 
gross matter. Its movement ar-
rested, the primary substance 
reverts to it’s normal state.

The normal state here is one of 
“stillness” where radiation then goes  

Warren York
after it’s time line as matter. Tesla 
further observes: 

It appears, then, possible for man 
through harnessed energy of the 
medium and suitable agencies 
for starting and stopping ether 
whirls to cause matter to form 
and disappear. At his command, 
almost without effort on his part, 
old worlds would vanish and new 
ones would spring into being...

Once again, Nikola Tesla is ahead of 
his time. The field theory that Tesla 
needs to accomplish this is beyond 
that of current physics doctrine! It’s 
time to examine the aether and its 
engineerability!
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Sonne is very excited about his 
walk-in refrigerator—the Cosmic 
Cooler. Designed for food storage 
using Sacred Geometry, it replaces 
the conventional refrigerator... no 
freon, moving parts or electric 
bills! The chamber has a mean 
temperature of 50º F with humidity 
at 116%.
The Cosmic Cooler has proven 
to be a reliable source of refrig-
eration. Some of the foods stored 
were potatoes, carrots, on-
ions, lettuce, grapes, 
banana’s and vari-
ous other produce. 
Meats have been 
tested also. In all 
cases the shelf life 
has increased.
Some cell tissues 
actually regenerate in 
the produce. In one case a 
Kamboucha mushroom was stored 
in a ziplock sandwich bag for over 
six months. Some Red Delicious 
apples have been stored for over 
a year. Lettuce has kept in a crisp 
condition for a month. Sonne’s fa-
vorite, Idaho potatoes, can be kept 
well over a year. All this without 
CFC’s or electric power.
The cosmic cooler’s regenerative 
capability is truly amazing. Spoiled 
potatoes placed in the cooler  have 
regained their color and texture. 
Sonne has developed a natural fruit 
spirit from the liquid generated in 
the Cosmic Cooler.  He refers to 
it as Love Potion #10 or Organic 
Furfuraland it also has regenerative 
powers. 

Sonne	Ward

In simple definition, the GEET Fuel 
Processor could be called a new 
type of carburetor with a miniature 
refinery built in. With it, there is 
no need for catalytic converters, 
smog pumps and many other costly 
items.
At a smog certification station in 
California, this fuel system was 
demonstrated while being moni-
tored and videotaped. While running 
a gasoline engine on crude oil, the 
final exhaust was actually cleaner 
than the air in the establishment— 
zero pollution. This does not defy 
physics, as the laws of physics for 

this device are yet to be written.
Engineers and scientists are work-
ing frantically to learn how plasma 
works... the phenomenon which 
occurs within and around the GEET 
Fuel Processor. Most plasma gen-
erators are externally generated 
and sustained. Within the GEET 
Fuel Processor,  the plasma is self-
generated on demand. 
During this presentation, Paul will 
be covering the basic theory behind 
the GEET Fuel Processor. You will 
learn what works and what doesn’t. 
He will demonstrate a GEET Fuel 
Processor in action. Paul will be 
giving step-by-step hands-on con-
struction details... anyone will be 

Paul Pantone
President, GEET Research

George Wiseman
To get a good handle on any device, 
it is generally a good idea to be able 
to observe it closely in action. We 
built a ‘clear’ series-cell Brown’s 
Gas electrolyzer so we could see 
how Brown’s Gas was actually 
formed. The ability to observe our 
Brown’s Gas electrolyzer in action 
led us to an exciting new discov-
ery!
In addition to oxygen gas and hy-
drogen gas being formed on their 
respective plates, we saw a third AS-
TONISHING thing. We can see (and 

we see it every time) a THIRD 
gas being formed exactly in 

the middle BETWEEN 
the plates... in the 
fluid itself. At this 

point in time, we have come to the 
conclusion that this THIRD GAS 
is actually Brown’s Gas...and that 
it is water  which absorbed enough 
actual electrical energy to become 
a gas... not steam. 
The flamehe mon-atomic mixture 
allows  unique welding capabilities 
with materials like glass, copper, 
aluminum, quartz, and cast iron. 
It cuts with laser-like precision. 
Brown’s Gas does a wonderful job 
of fusing and pre-heating almost any 
material. Watch out though, it has 
characteristics that’ll surprise you.
Here’s a great chance to learn how 
to build one of your own (or buy 
one of George’s) so you can start 
experimenting on your own!
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Nature and Nature’s laws 
lay hid in night. God said, 
“Let Tesla be.” and all 
was light.
 B.A. Behrend
 May 18, 1917


